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ABSTRACT
Cardiac surgery is often viewed by patients as an
anxiety producing event.

Many studies have been done in an

effort to understand and to alter patient's reactions to
surgery and to reduce the anxiety.

However, few studies

exist evaluating the patient's perception of stressors
surrounding coronary artery bypass surgery.

To help provide

quality nursing care for these patients, more must be known
about the patient's perception of stressors.

This study

investigated the relationships between the nurses' and
patients' perception of stressors associated with coronary
artery bypass surgery. The population of the study consisted
of two groups; 1) patients recovering from coronary artery
bypass surgery, and 2) registered nurses providing the care
for the coronary artery bypass patient.

The instrument

utilized was the Cardiac Surgery Stressor Scale.

The

research data was analyzed by the following statistical
techniques; 1) descriptive methods, 2) Pearson Product
Moment Correlation Coefficient and 3) Student t-test.
Understanding the conditions that are considered stressful
by the patient will improve and individualize nursing
interventions to patient care.

The results indicated that

incongruencies existed between nurses' and patients'
perceptions of coronary artery bypass surgery.

Nurses

consistently rated the stressors higher than the patients.
The results suggest that nurses need to develop a method of

accurately assessing the patient's perception of the
stressors related to coronary artery bypass surgery.
Examination of the patients' needs, fears and beliefs and
communication of these factors are an integral part of the
assessment phase.

Using the assessment and examination in

the development of the plan of care rather than relying upon
generalizations will facilitate more concise and accurate
patient care.

The findings of this study contributed to a

greater understanding of the relationships between the nurse
and patient perceptions.

The discovery and recognition of

the similarities and differences within the perceptions,
could ultimately improve patient care.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Patients entering the hospital for almost any reason
are subjected to an unfamiliar, frightening, and stressful
experience.

Open heart surgery has long been recognized as

an experience producing an emotional impact upon the patient
(Meyer & Latz, 1979).

Confronting heart surgery can be

visualized by an individual as a devastating event.
Historically the heart has been viewed as the seat of
emotion and the key to life (Jillings, 1978).

Moreover,

when an individual undergoes cardiac surgery these intrinsic
emotions impact upon the psychological aspects of recovery
(Pimm & Feist, 1984).
The heart is generally regarded as the most vital organ
in the body (Cassem, Hackett, Bascom, & Wishnie, 1970).
Many studies have been done in an effort to understand and
to alter patients' reactions to surgery and to reduce
anxiety associated with surgery (Bartz, 1988; Carr & Powers,
1986; Clancy, 1984; Ross & MacKay, 1986; Wright, 1987).
However, very few studies exist evaluating the patient's
perception of stressors surrounding coronary artery bypass
graft surgery (CABG).

The majority of the studies that have

been completed, identified stressors that were assumed by
health care professionals to be stressful to the patient.

The patients' viewpoints concerning areas of stress must
also be assessed.

Exploration and investigation of

conditions that are considered stressful by the patient
undergoing a CABG, will improve and individualize nursing
interventions to patient care.

Moreover, since CABG surgery

has grown so rapidly over the last decade, there is a need
to evaluate the patient's perception of stressors
surrounding this specific surgical procedure.

Through

investigation, accurate assessment data can be obtained and
tailored care plans implemented to each patient's
specifications.

Discrepancies between the patients'

perceptions and the nurses' perceptions must be identified
before an individualized plan of care can be developed to
facilitate quality nursing care.

Hence, gaining an

understanding of the patient's perception will enhance and
maximize quality nursing care.
Problem Statement
Patients undergoing cardiac surgery must cope with many
different stressors.

The patients' perceptions and needs

may differ substantially from those perceived by the nurse.
An individualized nursing approach is required to ensure
satisfaction of the patients' needs.

Therefore, the problem

addressed within this study was the investigation of the
relationship between the nurses' and patients' perception of
stressors associated with CABG surgery.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to explore and describe
the relationship of perceptions and source of stressors
associated with CABG surgery, identified by patients, with
those identified by nursing personnel.

Based on previous

research, there appears to be a difference between the needs
identified by the CABG surgical patient and those identified
by the nurse caring for the patient (Carr & Powers, 1986).
To improve the quality of nursing care for these patients,
more empirical information is needed about both nurses' and
patients' perception of these stressors.
Significance of the Study
Cardiac surgery is often viewed by patients as an
anxiety producing event (Meyer & Latz, 1979).

Many studies

have been done in an effort to understand and to alter
patients' reactions to surgery and to reduce the anxiety
through patient education and psychological support (Bartz,
1988; Daniels, Rose, Wall & Rees, 1989).

Research completed

on the patient's perception of stressors surrounding the
surgical procedure is not extensive, implying a definite
need for further study.
Prioritization of stressors pertinent to the CABG
experience provides an avenue of assessing patients'
responses to the surgical experience.

Investigation leading

to an understanding of the stressors perceived by patients
will enhance, individualize, and contribute to optimal

nursing care.

The results may supplement previous research

literature and assist nurses in individualizing patient
care.

The promotion of optimum nursing care, for the

patient experiencing CABG surgery, is the major significance
of the study.
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Chapter II
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Overview of Relevant Research
Medical and psychological variables cross in complex
ways to result in either positive or negative physical and
psychological outcomes after coronary artery bypass surgery
(CABG).

Many patients undergoing CABG surgery have returned

to a way of life roughly comparable to that enjoyed by
persons without heart disease.

However, for reasons not yet

fully understood, many others do not resume normal
activities following surgery.

The patient's view of his/her

condition is not always congruent with his/her clinically
evaluated health and may influence his/her perceived ability
to resume normal activities following surgery (Brown &
Rawlinson, 1975) .
Nursing interventions have the potential for helping to
reduce or eliminate many negative outcomes of surgery.

The

increasing complexity of modern hospital care requires the
active participation of the nurse in coordinating the care
of the patient.

Nursing needs to utilize research based

literature in nursing practice to provide a theoretical
basis for clinical practice (Ross & MacKay, 1986).

Nurses'

understanding of patients' perceptions can be enhanced by
research investigating the relationships of theoretical

concepts and patients' reactions and responses identified
from empirical data.

Hence, nursing interventions to reduce

negative outcomes following surgery may be the focal point
for the patient undergoing CABG surgery.

Neuman (1974)

views nursing as a "unique profession concerned with all the
variables affecting an individual's response to stressors"
(p.

102).

Nursing utilizes interventions aimed at

strengthening the patient's adaptive mechanisms or
decreasing the stress factors.

The nurse's perception of

the patient undergoing CABG surgery influences the care
given to the patient.

Therefore, an investigation of the

areas related to CABG surgery within the perceptual fields
of the nurse and patient must be explored.
Coronary artery bypass experience.

Coronary artery

bypass surgery has been recognized as an event carrying an
emotional impact for the patient seeking treatment for
cardiac disease (Pimm & Feist, 1984). - The surgical
procedure is very successful in resolving physical symptoms,
but has not been demonstrated to alleviate some of the
psychological aftermath of the heart bypass experience.
Therefore, surgical intervention is not the only
contributing factor in the hospital experience.

Surgery

does not take place independently of the patient who is
experiencing this life extending treatment.

Other factors

(e.g. the patient's psychological status, coping mechanisms
and the provision of care by other health professionals)

impact upon the patient's hospital experience and ultimate
recovery.
Coronary artery bypass surgery has been shown to
influence the patient's life-style, which will have an
impact upon the psychological aspect of recovery (Jillings,
1978).

The rehabilitative changes are accompanied by

psychological components such as; emotional reactions, level
of anxiety and nonverbal communication behavior.

Jillings

(1978) anticipated that the knowledge gained of patients'
recovery patterns will assist the members of the nursing
profession in implementing interventions that promote
recovery and prevent poor psychological outcomes.

Jillings

(1978) conducted a descriptive study consisting of 13 men
and seven women, concerning the problem of inadequate
emotional recovery after a CABG.

The purpose of the study

was to examine the patients' behaviors and note whether a
common pattern of response, leading to emotional recovery,
existed.

After the analysis of data, a common pattern of

recovery was found which could be divided onto three phases:
somatic, transition, and resolution (Jillings, 1978).

The

first phase, the somatic phase, was when the patient focuses
on their bodily state and function; for example, unfamiliar
equipment, tubing, pain and discomfort.

The second phase,

transition phase, was characterized by the patient's
experience of depression and anxiety related to the physical
symptoms.

Several patients identified a lack of knowledge

with regard to the outcome of surgery as a major anxiety
factor.

The final phase, resolution phase, occurred as the

patient focused on their impending discharge.

The majority

of patients had lower anxiety during this phase and
requested information about discharge.

The researcher

concluded that a knowledge of patients' emotional recovery
patterns will give insight to nurses in efforts aimed at the
formation of interventions to promote emotional recovery and
prevent poor psychological outcomes following surgery.
The recovery process, following CABG surgery, is
dependent on many psychological and physical components.
Wilson-Barnett (1981) provided an overview of criteria used
by researchers in the evaluation of outcomes following CABG
surgery.

In the Wilson-Barnett (1981) study, 60 CABG

patients were interviewed over a 24 month period.

Many

physiologic and psychologic descriptors were utilized during
the interview to assess the recovery from a CABG.

Wilson-

Barnett (1981) concluded that examining the physical outcome
results in only a partial assessment of recovery.

Including

the role of positive self-perception during recovery was
vital in the evaluation process.
Many studies have been done researching the general
effects of the CABG experience.

Numerous variables were

analyzed in an attempt to predict the psychological outcome
of the surgical procedure.

The patient perception variable

was predominant throughout many of the studies (Wright,

1987; Carr & Powers, 1986).

Clancy and Guinn (1984),

collected data from 109 CABG patients.

The patients'

perceptions were studied in relation to level of recovery
following surgery.

Level of recovery was measured by return

to work, ability to tolerate physical activity and
improvements in overall physical condition.

Clancy and

Guinn (1984) concluded that patients' perceptions of
physicians' instructions, the ability to tolerate physical
activity, total physical condition and current health status
were all significant indicators of the patient's recovery.
Also, regardless of the success of the surgery from a
medical perspective, the patient's perception is a major
indicator of the overall success of CABG surgery (Clancy &
Guinn, 1984) .
King and Parrinello (1988) also studied the perceptions
of 34 patients recovery from a CABG after discharge from the
hospital.

Patients described general feelings of well

being, activity level, and the occurrence of symptoms (i.e.
changes in appetite, incisional discomfort and fatigue).
The researchers concluded that the findings of the study
could be utilized as a patient standard for postoperative
teaching in which patients could compare their own
experience to the standard (King & Parrinello, 1988).

The

patients could anticipate possible symptoms related to the
CABG experience and make individualized plans for activities
during recovery.

Nurses can use the research results to
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make specific assessments of patients' recovery (King &
Parrinello, 1988).
Bartz (1988) explored the patient's understanding and
responses to the CABG experience.

Bartz (1988) studied the

fields of dependence and independence in relation to the
postoperative recovery period.

The study was based upon the

assumption that the dependence phase occurs as patients
progress from diagnosis to recovery.

Therefore, dependence

is associated with illness and independence with health.
During the dependence phase, the subjects identified four
major views of this phase; 1) surviving the surgery, 2)
coming to awareness postoperatively, 3) sensing physical
injury and 4) sensing the surroundings (Bartz, 1988).

Bartz

concluded that understanding the individual patient's view
of the experience of a CABG can assist the nurse in focusing
on meeting the dependence and independence needs of that
patient.
Informational needs.

A review of literature on the

comparison of the nurse and patient perceptions found
significant differences among studies and associated
results.

In the study by Goddard and Powers (1982),

significant differences were found between the patients' and
nurses' perception of informational needs during hemo
dialysis.

Goddard and Powers (1982) sampled 24 hemodialysis

patients and nine nurses providing the care for the
patients.

The nurses rated information related to
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physiological processes considerably higher than the rating
given by the patients.

For example, nurses viewed

information on blood pressure and diet significantly more
important for patients to know than did the patients
themselves.

Discrepancies between the patient and nurse

perceptions may be attributed to the psychological impact
patients experience directly associated with the disease
process of renal failure and hemodialysis.

Goddard and

Powers (1982) concluded that differences in informational
needs between nurses and patients indicate that nurses need
to know more about how patients perceived their own course
of illness to provide optimal care.
Lauer, Murphy and Powers (1982) explored the relation
ship between perceptions of cancer patients' learning needs
and the nurses' perceptions of those needs.
consisted of 27 patients and 33 nurses.

The sample

Both the nurse and

patient groups rated the patient's need to learn more about
the disease treatment as highly significant (Lauer, Murphy &
Powers, 1982).

However, the patient group rated the other

informational items lower than the nurses.

The researchers

speculated that the lower ratings in some information areas
were due to the presence of other stressors associated with
the disease process, which the patients felt were more
important than information.

Due to education and

experience, nurses have more knowledge of the relationships
between pathophysiological processes and the rationale of
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medical regimen, than the patients.

The nurses perceived

all the informational items in the questionnaire as
necessary components of self-care education for the
patients.

In comparison, the patients assigned lower

ratings to these informational items.

Information on the

accessibility of financial aid and the care required at home
and work were identified by the nurses as significantly
important.

In contrast,

patients desired information

regarding their diagnosis and plan of care by the physician
(Lauer, Murphy, & Powers, 1982).

The authors concluded the

consonance of nurse and patient perceptions is the basis for
individualized, excellent nursing care which will enhance
learning and health related decision making.
Perceptions related to nursing care.

Perception is a

very personal and subjective experience which is unique to
each individual.

According to Pimm and Feist (1984) an

individual's perception of an object or event can be known
to others by verbal recounts of the experience and the
behaviors demonstrated by the individual.

Incongruencies

between the nurse and patient perceptions can lead to
inconsistencies in the patient care.

More and more research

has been done regarding the specific concerns of cardiac
surgery patients.

Carr and Powers (1986), conducted a

study, consisting of 30 CABG patients and 18 registered
nurses, with a two-fold purpose; 1) develop an instrument to
evaluate the severity of stressors associated with CABG

surgery, and 2) assess the relationship between nurse and
patient perceptions of the stressors within the instrument.
The internal consistency of the scale was assessed using
Cronbach's Alpha at .92 for the patient sample and .88 for
the nurse sample (Carr & Powers, 1986).

Patients and nurses

both ranked "having cardiac surgery" as the highest
stressor.

Significant differences were found between the

nurse and patient perceptions of the degree of stress
experienced by CABG.

The incongruencies found between

nurses' and patients' perceptions of stressors corresponds
with results of other studies that compared perceptions on
the informational needs of patients (Goddard & Powers, 1982;
Lauer, Murphy & Powers, 1982; Ross & MacKay, 1986).
Tilley (1987), studied 38 nurse-patient dyads. Investi
gation concentrated on the nurse's role in patient
education.

Tilley identified incongruencies between nurse

and patient perceptions regarding time period, specific
health professional to do patient education, and nursing
role definition with regard to patient education.
Specifically, the patients acknowledged the nurses as
sources of information, but preferred the physician to
relate specific information to their disease process.

Also,

the patient sample identified the time period immediately
following admission to the hospital as the most optimal time
to receive information on the health regimen to follow at
home.

Cassem, Hackett, Bascom, and Wishnie (1970), found that
the nurse is the most important contributor in the day-today alleviation of patient anxieties.

The researchers

interviewed 100 patients admitted to a coronary care unit
(CCU), with the diagnosis of myocardial infarction.

The

interview focused on the patients' perceptions of anxieties
or stressors related to CCU and the nurses' ability to
alleviate or diminish these reactions.

The findings

concluded that the nurse possessed competence, under
standing, efficiency, and support; all qualities identified
by the patients to reduce the stressors related to the CCU
experience.

Minimizing the psychological hazards

(stressors) of the coronary care unit, were identified by
Cassem et al.

(1970) as a basic nursing contribution to

patient care.
A comprehensive nursing assessment is the cornerstone
of quality nursing care.

Ross and MacKay (1986) identified

that provision of high quality patient care is contingent
upon the nurse's ability to assess the patient's percep
tions.

Ross and MacKay (1986) surveyed 41 open heart

surgery patients and 27 nurses.

The researchers found that

the nurses rated hospital stressors (i.e. unfamiliar
surroundings, isolation from others and medications)
considerably higher than the patient sample.

The patient's

background, culture, and previous lifestyles affected their
psychosocial stress and these factors were not taken into

consideration by the nurse, leading to an inaccurate
assessment (Ross & MacKay, 1986).

The researchers concluded

that nurses tend to make "global assessments" based on one
observation which contributes to inconsistencies in
perceptions (Ross & MacKay, 1986, p. 21).

Ross & MacKay

(1986) determined from their study that the provision of
high quality, personalized patient care depends upon the
nurses' ability to completely assess the patients.
Volicer (1974) conducted studies to examine relation
ships between stress and hospitalization.

In an early

study, Volicer (1974) made an identification of stressors
related to the hospital experience and correlated the
responses between two different samples.

A correlation of

r= .88 was determined between hospitalized and non
hospitalized individuals.

Volicer concluded that the

identified stressors were related to the hospital experience
due to the high consensus between the groups.

Later,

Volicer and Burns (1977) surveyed 450 hospitalized patients
to study the psychosocial factors in various disease
processes.

The authors found that surgical patients

experienced more stress than medical patients as a
consequence of events relating to unfamiliar surroundings,
loss of independence and threat of severe illness (Volicer &
Burns, 1977).

The authors acknowledged that the experience

of hospitalization exposes patients to various demands which
are potential stressors.

Wright (1987) completed a pilot study of 20 CABG
patients to assess their attitudes, perceptions and feelings
towards the CABG experience.

An alteration in self-

perception was measured by 45 indicators ranging from areas
of dissatisfaction or concern, to recognizing actual changes
in body image after the surgical experience.

Wright (1987)

concluded that alteration in self-perceptions are
experienced by patients undergoing a CABG surgery.

Also,

alterations in self-perception varied due to individuality
among patients.

Wright (1987) concluded that patients'

self-perception was reflected by how one integrates stimuli
from the psychologic, social, emotional and physical aspects
of the environment.
In conclusion, the literature reveals that cardiac
surgery is viewed by patients as an anxiety producing event.
Several studies have explored and acknowledged that the
experience of hospitalization exposes patients to potential
stressors.

The identification of stressors perceived by

surgical patients, throughout all phases of hospitalization,
would enable nurses to individualize care.

Currently, few

studies exist evaluating both the patient's and nurse's
perception of the stressors surrounding a CABG.

The nurse's

perception of the stressors affecting the CABG patient
influences the care given to the patient.

Equally, the

patient's perception of stressors is dependent upon and
varies by his individual values, beliefs, attitudes, etc.
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Incongruencies have been documented between the nurse and
patient perceptions on the informational needs of
hospitalized patients.

Therefore, a thorough assessment

based upon accurate perceptions is imperative to provide
optimal nursing care.
Conceptual Framework
The experience of coronary artery bypass surgery
exp ses individuals to various demands which are potential
stressors.

The ability of the nurse to identify and

understand the patient's perception of the stressors will
promote quality, individualized nursing care.

The Neuman

Systems Model (1982) served as the conceptual framework for
the study.

The Neuman Systems Model (1982) is a total

person approach to patient problems.

The model provided a

framework for the study, which focused on the identifica
tion of stressors and adverse effects of CABG surgery on the
individual (Neuman, 1982).

One of the major components of

the model is "an individual's relationship to stress - his
reaction to stress and factors of reconstitution - and is
thought of dynamic in nature" (Neuman, 1982, p. 14).

The

Neuman Systems Model is an open systems model of stress and
reaction (Venable, 1980).
The Neuman Systems Model views people as open systems
that interact within the environment.

For the study, the

environment was identified as the health-care system.
individual is viewed as a total person, who is a multi-

The
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dimensional composite of physiological, psychological,
sociocultural, and developmental variables (Fawcett, 1984).
There were two groups of individuals of interest in the
study:

1) the patients experiencing a CABG; and 2) the

nurses providing the care for the patient experiencing a
CABG.

Hence, there were two cores present within the study.

Each core is made up of basic survival factors common to all
human beings (i.e. body temperature, ego structure, genetic
structure and organ strength)

(Neuman, 1982).

Every subject

has unique characteristics within each of the factors in the
core, contributing to individuality among the subjects.
Each core is protected by barriers that the individual
utilizes as protection against stressors.

These barriers

possess internal factors (i.e. individuals usual coping
devices, life-style and developmental stage) that are
utilized in defense against a stressor. The Neuman Systems
Model illustrates man and his interaction with his
environment and is based upon the individual's perception of
the stressors affecting the total individual (Neuman, 1982).
Perception by the individual plays a primary role in the
stressor experience.
Craddock and Stanhope (1980) conducted a study testing
the usefulness of the Neuman Systems Model in identifying
congruencies between the nurse and patient perception of
stressors.

Lack of congruence was found between the nurse

and patient perceptions, however the specific discrepancies

were not identified in the study.

A thorough assessment

tool, identified within the model, was validated by Craddock
and Stanhope (1980).

The researchers concluded that the use

of the assessment tool diminished the incongruencies in
perception between the nurse and patient.

The results of

the study by Craddock and Stanhope also identified the
importance of an accurate assessment by the nurse.

The

Neuman Systems Model also emphasizes the assessment
component of the nursing process.

The nursing process

contains the following components; assessment, planning,
implementation and evaluation.

Neuman (1982) identified

three basic principles inherent in assessment:
(1) Good assessment requires knowledge of all factors
influencing a patient's perceptual field.
(2) The meaning that a stressor has to the patient is
validated by the patient as well as the care giver.
(3) Factors in the care giver's perceptual field that
influence her assessment of the patient's situation
should become apparent.

(p. 16).

Hence, it is important to assess the stressors perceived by
the patient and those perceived by the nurse to provide
quality nursing care.
According to Neuman (1982) there are many stressors
that an individual encounters and each stressor is different
in its' potential to disturb the individual's equilibrium.
There are three kinds of stressors:

1) intrapersonal -

forces occurring within the individual, 2) interpersonal forces occurring between one or more individuals, and 3)
extrapersonal - forces occurring outside the individual
(Neuman, 1982).

Differences in stress perception can be

related to the three types of stressors by the level of
importance each individual places upon them.

Therefore,

perceptions are influenced by the values, beliefs, and
attitudes of the individual.
This study involved the relationship between nurse's
and patient's perceptions.

A continuous process of coping

with the stressors experienced during CABG surgery
represents adaptation.

Adaptation is assisted by the

collaborative effort between the nurse and patient; with the
nurse's and patient's perceptions being the basis for their
decision making in this collaborative effort.

A patient and

nurse alliance can produce positive results when working
toward a common goal.

The overall goal of the nurse/patient

alliance is to assist the patient to adapt to the hospital
experience and any life-style changes required after
discharge.

Interventions incurred during the nurse/patient

alliance can strengthen the barriers that protect the core.
Working toward incongruous goals is related to a difference
in nurse-patient perceptions and will interfere with the
achievement of optimal reconstitution.

If the incongruence

continues, the nurse and patient will eventually become
stressors to each other.
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The goal of the Neuman Systems Model is to provide a
direction for understanding man and his environment (1982).
Utilizing the Neuman Systems Model helps to clarify types of
stressors and how they may influence the nurse's and
patient's perceptions.
Assumptions
There are specific assumptions that are relevant to the
study.

Each participant within the study was viewed as a

unique individual, with a normal range of responses.

There

are many possible stressors associated with CABG and each
stressor has different potentials to disturb the
individual's equilibrium.

Significant potential stressors

have not been omitted from the Instrument.

Each participant

within the study answered the Instrument truthfully.
Research Questions
1)

What is the relationship between the nurses'

perceptions and the patients' perceptions of stressors
associated with coronary artery bypass surgery?
a) What is the relationship between the perceptions of
the nurse and those of the patient for the intrapersonal
subscale stressors associated with a CABG surgery?
b) What is the relationship between the perceptions of
the nurse and those of the patient for the interpersonal
subscale stressors associated with a CABG surgery?
c) What is the relationship between the perceptions of
the nurse and those of the patient for the extrapersonal
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subscale stressors associated with a CABG surgery?
2) What is the relationship between selected patient
characteristics and their scores on the Cardiac Surgery
Stressor Scale (CSSS)?
3) What is the relationship between selected nurse
characteristics and their scores on the (CSSS)?
Definition of Terms
1) Perception - The reception and interpretation of
information and the attachment of significance to the
information as measured by the CSSS.
2) Intrapersonal stressors - conditioned responses to
life events, loss, grief, developmental changes, conformity
to social norms as measured by the CSSS.
3) Interpersonal stressors - responses to interactions
between the patient and spouse, significant others, nurse,
physicians, and other patients as measured by the CSSS.
4) Extrapersonal stressors - responses to financial
concerns, visiting hour restrictions, hospital environment,
and hospital equipment as measured by the CSSS.
5) Nurse - registered nurse practicing in the State of
Nevada, on the telemetry (intermediate care unit - IMCU)
unit caring for the CABG patient whose perceptions were
measured by the CSSS.
6) Patient - an individual that was hospitalized on the
telemetry (intermediate care unit - IMCU) unit post CABG
surgery, with an uncomplicated recovery whose perceptions

were measured by the CSSS.
7)

CABG - the surgical procedure performed as a

treatment of coronary heart disease, designed to bypass the
blockage of one or more coronary arteries with replacement
vessels.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Research Design
The purpose of this exploratory study was to
investigate the relationships between the nurse's perception
of the patient and the patient's perception of stressors
associated with coronary artery bypass surgery (CABG).

An

exploratory design focuses on the examination of the
relationship between the variables under study.

The

concepts under exploration for this study were:

stressors,

stressors subdivided into intrapersonal, interpersonal, and
extrapersonal classifications, and perceptions.

Demographic

characteristics were obtained from the subjects (i.e. number
of previous hospitalizations, most recent hospitalization,
length of experience with CABG patients, and the number of
shifts worked since last day off).

Some of these variables

were examined to determine their potential for influencing
the perception of stressors by the patient and nurse.

The

demographic variables (i.e. age, sex, ethnic origin, level
of education, religion, specialty certification, and length
of nursing experience) were analyzed statistically to
describe the sample groups.

The exploratory design allowed

the investigation of relationships between the nurse and
patient perceptions of stressors, and exploration of
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relationships between the three different groups of
stressors.
Research Setting
The study was conducted in two hospitals in the north
west area of the State of Nevada.

The first site was a

private, non-profit corporation facility and the second was
a non-profit Catholic facility.

The intermediate care units

(IMCU) in each hospital were used for data collection.

In

the first hospital, the IMCU was a general telemetry unit
with 47 beds.

In the second hospital, the general telemetry

unit consisted of 16 beds.

Patients undergoing a CABG

surgery without postoperative complications, are transferred
out of the intensive care unit to the respective IMCU's on
the second to fifth postoperative day.

Patients were

surveyed on the third to fifth day on IMCU.

The day the

patient was surveyed, the researcher also surveyed the nurse
providing the care.

Written approval was obtained from both

agencies' institutional review boards prior to the
initiation of the research project.
Sample
Human subjects rights.

Subject participation in this

study was voluntary and the subjects were free to withdraw
at anytime.

The researcher personally explained to all

subjects that the study was being conducted to investigate
the relationship of stressors associated with a CABG.

Each

patient and nurse were informed that he or she was free to

participate or not participate and their decision would not
affect patient care or nurse job appraisal.

Informed

written consent was obtained from each of the participants
prior to the study (Appendix C & D).

There were no known

risks associated with participation in this study.

Some of

the stressors on the Cardiac Surgery Stressor Scale (CSSS),
also referred to as the Instrument, may have produced some
anxious feelings by the patients (eg. payment of medical
bills, potential loss of income, death related to illness or
surgery, and being away from home or business).

However,

only one subject appeared to have signs of stress while
completing the Instrument (i.e. tearing of eyes with
intermittent periods of crying), the subject was asked if
any of these stressors were the cause of her anxiety.

The

subject expressed the recent loss of her spouse and was
having difficulty coping with the added stress of surgery
without the spouse's support.

The researcher stopped the

administration of the Instrument and the subject was not
included in the sample.

The researcher minimized anxiety by

administering the Instrument on the third to fifth day on
the intermediate care unit, thereby contributing to the
patient's familiarity to the IMCU surrounding and routines.
The benefits were not immediate to the participants of the
study; however, the results will benefit subsequent CABG
patients.

Confidentiality Was also maintained by utilizing

code numbers for each of the participants, and only the
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researcher had access to the data.

Each participant was

assured of the confidentiality of the responses, and that
the results would be reported as grouped data, and not
associated with a particular individual or hospital.
Subjects were told that results of the research study would
be available to the participants upon request.
Nature and size of sample.

The sample for the study

consisted of two different groups; 1) patients recovering
from CABG surgery, and 2) registered nurses providing the
care for his or her respective CABG patient.
convenience sampling was utilized.

A non-random,

The patient sample

consisted of 45 subjects with 27 subjects in the nurse
sample.

Data collection was conducted over a three month

period.
Criteria for sample selection.

The patient group

included adult patients recovering from CABG surgery.

The

following criteria were utilized to screen the subjects:

1)

no history of previous cardiac surgery, 2) uncomplicated
recovery, 3) age thirty to seventy-five, 4) alert and
oriented to person, place, and time, 5) able to read and
speak English, and 6) willing to participate in the study.
The nurse group consisted of nurses working on the
intermediate care unit who provided the care for the CABG
patients in the study.
to the nurse group:

The following criteria were applied

1) registered nurse, 2) minimum

experience of six months working with cardiac surgery
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patients, and 3) willing to participate in the study.
Identification of patient subjects who met the criteria
was accomplished by reviewing the daily census profile.

The

patients were approached by the researcher on the patient's
second or third day in the intermediate care unit.

The

nurse subjects who met the criteria were approached by the
researcher and were those who were assigned to patients that
had agreed to participate in the study.
Data Collection Methods
Techniques.

Once identification of the participants

that met the sample criteria was made and written consent
obtained, the researcher utilized three methods of obtaining
data for the study.

The patient's chart was reviewed and

the following preliminary demographic information was
obtained:

1) age; 2) sex; 3) ethnic origin; 4) religion; 5)

marital status; 6) cardiac catheterization completed this
admission; 7) date of cardiac catheterization; 8) number of
days between cardiac catheterization and surgery; 9) number
of days in hospital prior to surgery; 10) date of surgery;
and 11) length of time in ICU/CCU (Appendix E).

Next,

sociodemographic data were obtained from each of the
participants.

Sociodemographic data for the patients were:

1) employment status; 2) household income; 3) level of
education; 4) number of previous hospitalizations; and 5)
most recent hospitalization.
were obtained from the nurses:

The following demographic data
1) sex; 2) age; 3) ethnic

origin; 4) religion; 5) marital status; 6) level of nursing
education; 7) specialty certification; 8) experience with
CABG patients; 9) length of nursing experience; 10) time at
this institution; 11) time on IMCU; and 12) time devoted per
month in professional development (Appendix B ) .

Finally,

all subjects completed the CSSS (Carr & Powers, 1986)
(Appendix F & G ) .

The Instrument was administered to the

patient subjects on their third to fifth day on IMCU-

The

nurse subjects completed the CSSS after they had provided at
least one shift (12 hours) of care to that particular
patient subject.
Instrument.

The instrument utilized for this study was

the Cardiac Surgery Stressor Scale, developed by J. Carr and
M. Powers (1986).

The CSSS, a 5-point Likert-type scale

ranging from no concern at all (1) to a great deal of
concern (5), was designed to measure the severity of
stressors associated with CABG surgery.

The Instrument was

developed from an extensive review of literature on
stressors that were commonly experienced by medicalsurgical, intensive care, and cardiac surgery patients.
Documentation of the use of the Instrument, after
development, has not been found in recent literature.

The

researchers addressed reliability and validity during the
revision process of instrument development.

Alpha

reliabilities for the two samples in the original study were
.92 for the patient sample, and .88 for the nurse sample

(Carr & Powers, 1986).

Content validity was empirically

based upon an extensive review of literature.

Carr & Powers

further based content validity on the results of having six
cardiovascular clinical specialists review the Instrument.
There was 90.7% agreement among the specialists that the
identified stressors are experienced by patients hospital
ized for CABG surgery (Carr & Powers, 1986).

Written

consent to utilize the CSSS for this study was obtained
prior to data collection.
The Neuman Systems Model has been applied to the CSSS.
For the purpose of this study, the researcher identified the
source, as depicted by Neuman (interpersonal, intrapersonal
and extrapersonal) for each of the stressors within the
scale (Appendix H ) .

The application of these concepts to

the Instrument required content validity to be established.
The source of stressors added by the researcher were
validated by two experts prior to the formal research study.
Two professionals well versed in the Neuman Systems Model
were given the CSSS with subscales (Appendix H ) .

Each

professional was asked to agree or disagree with the source
of the stressor as categorized by the researcher in
accordance with the Neuman Systems Model.

Changes were made

based on the recommendations from these professional experts
and is described in detail in the discussion chapter.
Agreement was achieved concerning all the stressor sources.
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Procedure
Patient sample.

The names of the patients that had

undergone a CABG surgery were obtained from the IMCU daily
census profile and unit supervisor.

Identification of

patients who met the criteria of the study were done by
chart review.

These patients were approached by the

researcher and given a complete explanation and rationale of
the research study.

Each patient was informed that he or

she was free to participate or not participate, and that the
decision would not affect their care.

Written consent was

then obtained from each participating patient (Appendix C) .
The patient sample was asked to complete the
demographic data sheet (Appendix A ) , which took 5 to 10
minutes.

The CSSS was then administered, which took 20 to

30 minutes to complete.

All participants read the

instructions with the researcher present to ensure a clear
understanding, and then completed the demographic data sheet
and scale.

The patient sample completed the CSSS

independent of family members, visitors, other patients,
and/or significant others.

The CSSS and demographic data

sheet were administered to the patients on the third to
fifth day on IMCU to allow patient's familiarity with the
environment, procedures, and routines of IMCU.
Nurse sample.

Identification of the registered nurses

who met the criteria was done by the researcher and the IMCU
coordinator.

These registered nurses were addressed as a

group by the researcher.

A complete explanation and

rationale for the research study were provided during the
session.

Each nurse was informed that he or she was free to

participate or not participate; also, that the decision
would not affect their employment evaluation.

Written

consent was obtained from each of the participants (Appendix
D).

Each nurse subject then completed the demographic data

sheet during the group session (Appendix B ) .

The nurse

subject was given the CSSS on the same day as the patient
subject under the nurse's care.

The researcher instructed

each of the nurses to complete the CSSS based upon his/her
perceptions of their respective patients.

A prerequisite

for the nurse subject was to have provided at least one
shift (twelve hours) of care to that particular patient
subject to assure a basic knowledge of and familiarity with
the identified patient subject.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA ANALYSES & RESULTS
The material presented within this chapter describes
the data analyses that were performed for this study and
presents the results generated from the analyses.
Sample Description
The data obtained from the patient and nurse demographic
sheets were analyzed using descriptive statistics to
describe the sample groups.
both groups included:

The demographic variables for

1) age; 2) sex; 3) ethnic origin; 4)

religion; 5) marital status; 6) employment status; and 7)
education level.

The following demographic data were

specific to the patient group:

1) household income; 2)

cardiac catheterization completed this admission; 3) date of
cardiac catheterization; 4) number of days between cardiac
catheterization and surgery; 5) number of days in hospital
prior to surgery; 6) date of surgery; 7) length of time in
ICU/CCU; 8) number of days on IMCU when the scale was
completed; 9) number of previous hospitalizations; and 10)
most recent hospitalization (Appendix A & E ) .
group variables included:

The nurse

1) level of nursing education; 2)

specialty certification; 3) experience with coronary artery
bypass graft (CABG) patients; 4) length of nursing
experience; 5) time at this institution; 6) time on IMCU;
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and 7) time devoted per month in professional development
(Appendix B ) .

The same demographic data obtained from both

the patient and nurse groups are summarized in Table 1.
Descriptions of sample groups were obtained using frequency
distributions and bar charts.
Patient description.

The patient sample consisted of

29 men (64.4%) and 16 women (35.6%).

The patients' ages

ranged from 41 years to 75 years old with 66.8% in the 61 to
75 year old category.

Most of the subjects (62.2%) were

retired and 77.8% were married.

The patient sample

consisted mainly of Caucasian (95.6%) individuals with 55.6%
having an average household income of $10,000 to $29,000
dollars per year.

The majority of the patients completed

high school (35.6%) or some level of college education
(26.7%).

As shown in Table 2, the number of previous

hospitalizations for 60% of the patients was one to six
admissions with 49% within the last six months.

Most of the

subjects (91%) had a cardiac catheterization completed
within seven days prior to surgery.

Almost all of the

patients (93.3%) spent one to four days in ICU/CCU after the
CABG surgery.

The patient demographic data is presented in

Table 2.
Nurse description.

The typical IMCU nurse subject was

20 to 30 years old (77.8%), Caucasian (92.6%), female
(96.3%) and advanced cardiac life support (ACLS) certified.
Almost one half of the sample were married with 78% either
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Catholic or Protestant.

Nearly all the subjects were

employed full time with 85.2% working the day shift.
Table 1
Comparison of Frequency Distributions for Demographic
Characteristics of the Patient Sample (N=45) and with Nurse
Sample (N=27)
Characteristic

Patient Sample
Frequency

|

Nurse Sample

Percent

Frequency

|

Percent

Sex
Male

29

64.4

1

3.7

Female

16

35.6

26

96.3

Caucasian

43

95.6

25

92.6

Hispanic

1

2.2

2

7.4

Other

1

2.2

Catholic

23

51.1

11

40.8

Protestant

12

26.7

10

37.0

Other

2

4.4

4

14.8

None

8

17.8

2

7.4

Single

5

11.1

6

22.2

Married

35

77.8

13

48.1

Sep. or Divorced

1

2.2

29.7

Widowed

4

8.9

8
—

Full Time

9

20.0

26

96.3

Part Time

2

4.4

Retired

28

62.2

1
....

3.7
—

Unemployed

6

13.3

—

Ethnic Origin

—

—

Religion

Marital Status

Employment Status

—
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Table 2
Frequency Distribution of Selected Demographic Character
istics for the Patient Sample (N=45)
Variable

Frequency

Percent

1 to 3

17

37.8

4 to 6

10

22.2

7 to 9

13

28.9

more than 10

5

11.1

less than 3 months

15

33.3

3 to 6 months

7

15.6

7 to 12 months

4

8.9

more than 12 months

19

42.2

Yes

38

84.4

No

7

15.6

0 to 3

31

68.9

4 to 7

10

22.2

16 to 19

1

2.2

£ 20

3

6.7

0 to 3

30

66.7

4 to 7

13

28.9

8 to 11

2

4.4

1 to 2

35

77.8

3 to 4

7

15.6

5 to 6

3

6.7

Previous Hospitalization

Recent Hospitalization

Cardiac Cath/CABG Admission

Days Between Cath and CABG

Hospital Days Prior to CABG

Days in ICU/CCU
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Table 3, represents the demographic variables for the nurse
sample.

A majority of the subjects had an associate degree

in nursing with 33.3% possessing a bachelor of science in
nursing degree.

As illustrated in Table 3, nearly 50% of

the nurse subjects spent four to nine hours per week in
professional development.

The majority of nurse subjects

had over three years nursing experience with 44.4% having
two to three years experience in IMCU nursing.

Fifty-five

percent of the subjects within the sample had six to twentyfour months experience with CABG patients.
Instrumentation
Data were collected through the use of the demographic
data sheets (Appendix A, B & E) and the Cardiac Surgery
Stressor Scale (CSSS)

(Appendix F & G) .

Instrument assessment.

The Cronbach's Alpha reliabil

ity assessment for internal consistency was computed for the
CSSS for each separate group of subjects in the current
study.

A coefficient alpha (a) of .6986 was calculated for

the patient sample and a coefficient alpha (a) of .8569 for
the nurse sample.

A combined a for both the patient and

nurse group was identified as .8511.

It appears that the

Instrument was more reliable for the nurse group.

The

reliability for both groups combined was higher due to the
increase in sample size and the higher alpha for the nurse
sample.

Various factors will be addressed in the discussion

chapter that may have influenced the reliability of the

Table 3
Frequency Distribution of Selected Demographic Character
istics for the Nurse Sample (N=271
Variable

Frequency

Percent

ADN

15

55.6

Diploma

2

7.4

BSN

9

33.3

other BS

1

3.7

6 to 12 months

9

33.3

13 to 24 months

6

22.2

over 36 months

12

44.4

6 to 12 months

1

3.7

13 to 24 months

3

11.1

25 to 36 months

3

11.1

over 36 months

20

74.1

6 to 12 months

3

11.1

13 to 24 months

7

25.9

25 to 36 months

5

18.5

over 36 months

12

44.4

0 to 3 hours/week

11

40.7

4 to 6 hours/week

10

37.0

7 to 9 hours/week

2

7.4

10 to 12 hours/week

2

7.4

over 12 hours/week

2

7.4

Level of Nursing Education

CABG Patient Experience

Nursing Experience

Experience on IMCU

Hours of Prof. Development
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Instrument for this study.
The CSSS produced interval looking data and thus was
treated as such in the analyses.

The variables of interest

for this study were: 1) patient demographic variables, 2)
nurse demographic variables, 3) patient perceptions, and
nurse perceptions of stressors associated with CABG surgery.
The research questions were developed from the variables of
interest, review of literature and the Neuman Systems Model.
Results and Data Analyses to Related Research Questions
The research questions were each addressed statisti
cally.

The results are discussed separately for each

research question.
Perceptions and total scale.

What is the relationship

between the nurses' perceptions and the patients'
perceptions of stressors associated with coronary artery
bypass surgery?

Correlational analyses, mean distribution

of scores and t-test for dependent groups were utilized to
determine the relationship between the nurses' perceptions
and the patients' perceptions of stressors associated with
CABG surgery.
31 to 155.

The CSSS had a range of possible scores from

A 5-point Likert scale, used to rate the degree

of stressfulness, ranged from one, no stress, to five, a
great deal of stress.

The patients' scores extended from 47

to 89 with the nurses' scores extending from 45 to 123.

The

overall mean score for the patient sample was X= 65.489 and
X= 82.422 for the nurse sample.

Table 4 contains the
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standard deviation (S), variance (sf), mean score (X) and
range identified for both groups.
Table 4
Mean and Standard Deviation of Stressor Scale Scores for the
Patient and Nurse Samples
Sample

X

S

Patient

65.489

11.851

140.437

42

82.422

14.946

223.386

78

sf

Range

N =45

Nurse
N =45

A histogram was used for each sample group to
illustrate the distribution of scores from the Instrument.
The patient sample distribution of scores was positively
skewed, while the nurses1 score distribution was negatively
skewed.

Hence, the nurses' rated the patient's stressors

greater than the patients rated the stressors.
Since data from the Instrument approximates interval
level data, the Pearson Product Moment Correlation (PPM)
Coefficient was utilized for correlational analyses.
Correlations of each individual and overall stressor item
for the two groups were examined on an individual basis.
The correlation analyses indicated there was not a
significant correlation between the nurse and patient
stressor ratings (r= .0494, p= .374).

As shown in Table 5,

a Spearman Rho Rank Order Correlation and Kendall Tau were
also computed to replicate analyses used by Carr and Powers
(1986).
Table 5
Correlational Analyses of Patient Stressor Scale Scores with
Nurse Stressor Scale Scores
Analysis Type

Coefficient (r)

Probability (p)

PPM

.0494

.374

Spearman Rho

.0222

.442

Kendall Tau

.0277

.396

A scatter plot diagram was constructed based on patient
responses compared with nurse responses and pictorially
illustrated the absence of a linear relationship.
As previously stated, the nurses' ratings of patient
stressors were higher than those of the patients1.

Each

stressor was analyzed through bar charts and descriptive
statistics to outline the individual stressors and how each
sample responded.

The nurse sample consistently had higher

mean scores for each item, with the exception of two items.
The mean score (x) for Stressor #7; "Not having things
within easy reach, like the call light, telephone, water
pitcher"; was x= 3.178 for the patient sample and x= 3.089
for the nurse sample.

Stressor #26; "Time lapse before
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surgery"; also had a higher mean score for the patient
sample of x= 2.511 with x= 2.111 computed for the nurse
sample.
Both groups rated "Having to have cardiac surgery" as
the most stressful with x= 4.111 for the patient sample and
x= 4.466 for the nurse sample.

"Having the monitoring

equipment discontinued" was rated the least stressful by
both groups with x= 1.066 for the patient sample and x=
1.711 for the nurse sample.

The range of mean scores for

the patient sample was 1.066 to 4.111 and a range of 1.711
to 4.466 for the nurse sample.

The mean distribution of

scores demonstrated the differences between the two samples
with regard to stressor perceptions.
Additionally, the difference between the means of
stressor perception scores between the nurse group and
patient group were examined using the Paired t-Test for
dependent groups.

The results indicated a significant

difference between both samples [X= 65.489, X= 82.422, t
(88)= -6.10, p < .0005].

These findings further demon

strated that there was a difference between the' patients and
nurses responses on the CSSS.
Perceptions and subscales.

The application of the

Neuman Systems Model has identified three areas of potential
influence on the nurse's and patient's perception of
stressors.

The next three research questions inquired into

what relationship exists between the perceptions of the
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nurse and those of the patient for each different subscale.
What is the relationship between the perceptions of the
nurse and those of the patient for the intrapersonal
subscale stressors associated with a CABG surgery?
What is the relationship between the perceptions of the
nurse and those of the patient for the interpersonal
subscale stressors associated with a CABG surgery?
What is the relationship between the perceptions of the
nurse and those of the patient for the extrapersonal
subscale stressors associated with a CABG surgery?
Specifically, what was the relationship between the
perceptions of the nurse and those of the patient for
intrapersonal, interpersonal and extrapersonal subscale
stressors associated with a CABG surgery.

The PPM

Correlation Coefficient was utilized to determine the
relationship between the nurses' perception and patients'
perception of stressors for each subscale.

The Instrument

contained 31 different stressors with 'ten identified as
intrapersonal, nine as interpersonal and 12 as extrapersonal
(Appendix H ) .

Seventeen of the 31 stressors were found to

be significant in the correlational analyses.

However,

because the overall correlation for the total Instrument was
not significant no correlational analyses were computed for
each separate subscale.

The 17 significant correlations had

an r that ranged from .1698 to .5629 with a p of .132 and
.000 respectively.

Examination of these items indicated

that they did not represent a sufficient number of any items
making up the three subscales.

Essentially, all of the

significant relationships were of comparatively low
correlations with little clinical significance.

It was

concluded that no relationship existed between the
perceptions of the nurse and those of the patient for each
of the three subscales.

This was further demonstrated by

the results of dependent t-tests to compare each of the
subscale scores between the patients and nurses.

As shown

in Table 6, significant differences were found for each
subscale between the nurse and patient sample groups.
Patient demographic variables and stressor scores.
What is the relationship between selected patient
characteristics and their scores on the CSSS?

The patient

stressor scale scores were compared for the following
demographic variables:

1) number of previous

hospitalizations, 2) most recent hospitalizations, 3)
cardiac catheterization data and number of days between
catheterization and surgery, 4) number of days in hospital
prior to surgical procedure, and 5) length of time in
ICU/CCU.

Each variable was initially analyzed through the

use of breakdown tables.

Mean stressor scores were

calculated for each group or category, for each of the
demographic variables.

A visual comparison was then made

between means of each category for the demographic
variables.

Table 7 illustrates the means and standard
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Table 6
Comparison of Dependent t-tests for Related Subscales
between Patient and Nurse Samples
Subscale

t-value (t)

Probability (p)

4 f= 44

Intrapersonal

-4.95

< .0005

Interpersonal

-4.62

< .0005

Extrapersonal

-5.73

< .0005

deviations calculated for the categories within each
variable for the patient group.
No significant differences were identified among the
categories for the selected demographic variables in
relation to the patients' scores on the CSSS.

Several

categories within the variables could not be assessed
statistically due to the small number of subjects in that
category.
Nurse demographic variables and stressor scale scores.
What is the relationship between selected nurse
characteristics and their scores on the CSSS?

The final

research question could not be analyzed statistically.

The

total nurse sample consisted of 27 different subjects.
Although responses were based on each individual patient, 15
of the nurses completed the CSSS more than once.

Bias
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Table 7
Breakdown of Patient Characteristics by Mean Stressor Scale
Score
X

s

n

1-3

68.0588

13.5161

17

4-6

62.3000

10.9651

10

7-9

64.3846

12.3189

13

more than 10

66.000

5.5227

5

70.2000

12.7906

15

58.4286

7.1846

7

7 - 1 2 months

74.5000

5.8023

4

over 12 months

62.4737

11.3008

19

0-3

65.1935

12.4858

31

4-7

69.8000

10.0311

10

16 - 19

55.000

0

1

20 or more

57.667

7.5719

3

0-3

67.000

12.4097

30

4-7

63.2308

10.9936

13

8-11

57.5000

0.7071

2

1-2

66.2857

12.3635

35

3-4

66.000

11.2101

7

5-6

57.333

1.5275

3

Category
Previous Hospitalizations

Most Recent Hospitalization
less than 3 months
3 - 6

months

Days Between Cath and Surgery

Days in Hospital Before Surgery

Number of Days in ICU/CCU

created by the repeated nurse responses to the Instrument
did not allow the researcher to examine the relationship
between the demographic variables and stressor scale scores
for the nurse sample.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
Patient and nurse perceptions of stressors.

The

results of this study suggest incongruencies between the
nurses' and patients' perception of stressors associated
with coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery.

Nurses in

this study perceived the patients' stress related to CABG
surgery, to be significantly higher than the patients' self
ratings.

The incongruencies found between the nurses' and

patients' perceptions of stressors corresponds with the
results of Carr and Powers (1986) and also with Carr (1982),
in that, the nurses rated the items significantly higher
than the patients.

Similarly, other study results (Goddard

& Powers, 1982; Lauer, Murphy & Powers, 1982) identified
higher ratings made by the nurses compared to the patients
with regard to the informational needs of patients.

This

would suggest that the nurses' perceptions of what is
stressful about CABG surgery and the degree of the stress,
were unlike those held by the patients.

It would appear

from these results, that the nurses did not accurately
assess the total patient system.

According to Neuman

(1989), the "total" patient is a composite of all
interacting variables; physiological, psychological,

developmental, sociocultural, and spiritual.

Similarly

Wright (1987) concluded that self-perception is reflected by
how one integrates stimuli from the psychological, social,
emotional and physical aspects of the environment.
Therefore, patients' backgrounds, cultures, beliefs and
values affect their perception of stress and may not have
been considered by the nurses in evaluating the patients'
stress level.

These incongruencies among the nurses and

patient perceptions could lead to inconsistencies in the
patient care and not assessing "individual" patient needs
and thus not assessing the patient to meet those needs.
Clancy and Guinn (1984) concluded that regardless of
the success of the surgery from a medical perspective the
patient's perception is a major indicator of the overall
success of CABG surgery.

Therefore, exploration of patient

perception is basic to providing quality, individualized
patient care.

According to Craddock and Stanhope (1980) a

thorough assessment identifies incongruencies in perception
between the patient and nurse.

Hence, the accurate

assessment by the nurse is of vital importance for quality,
patient care.
Due to the working schedules of the nurses, the
majority of nurses in the study had cared for a particular
patient at least once (twelve hour shift) prior to rating
the patient's perception.

Perhaps one shift is not enough

time to perform a complete patient assessment.

And the

nurses' and patients' perceptions might be more homogeneous
if the staffing patterns allowed the nurses to care for the
same patient over a three to four day period.

This would

allow the nurses to evaluate the patient's perception for a
longer period of time than one or two shifts while caring
for that patient.

The finding that nurses rated stressors

higher than patients raises another issue identified by Ross
and MacKay.

The researchers concluded that nurses tend to

make "global assessments" based on one observation (Ross &
MacKay, 1986, p. 21).

Another possibility is that the

nurses in the sample generalized their perceptions based
upon past experiences with other patients exposed to CABG
surgery.

In an attempt to further examine the issue of

generalization, this researcher reviewed the responses of
the nurses that had completed the Cardiac Surgery Stressor
Scale (CSSS) more than once.

Fifteen of the total twenty-

seven nurses completed the Instrument at least twice, but
•. i

not more than three times.

Each nurse's response was

compared with each respective patient's response, in an
attempt to identify a pattern among the scores.

The

examination revealed that 67% of those nurses that answered
the Instrument more than once, had individual scores
consistent with each of their previous ratings, but not with
the individual patient response.
It appears from this review that some (37%) of the
nurses generalized their responses from past exposure to

CABG surgical patients and did not base their responses on
the needs of the individual patients under their care.
Also, the 12 nurses who only completed the Instrument once
may have generalized as well, but could not be examined
statistically.

The provision of high quality, personalized

patient care depends upon the nurse's ability to completely
assess the patient, and not base care on generalizations.
This raises the question of what factors the nurses included
in their assessments, and whether they obtained the
information from the patient; through the chart, from the
physician, or by interviewing the patient.

Other questions

about the nurse assessment include whether the assessment
was validated with the patient, and if pertinent assessment
information was communicated to other nurses caring for the
patient.

It would have been interesting to note whether the

care plan reflected individualization .or was based on
generalization and applied to any patient undergoing CABG
surgery.

The results obtained from this study do not answer

these questions.

However, these unanswered questions raise

some interesting issues with regard to patient assessment
and related information.

Given the wide range of reactions

of patients to the hospitalization experience, nurses face a
complex task of assessing the stressors that patients
experience.

The results of the present study may enlighten

some nurses to the various stressors encountered by CABG
surgery through the communication of the findings.

Craddock and Stanhope (1980) identified the importance
of an accurate assessment by the nurse based upon the Neuman
Systems Model.

The assessment component requires knowledge

of all factors influencing a patient's perceptual field
(Neuman, 1989).

As identified by Wilson-Barnett (1981),

examination of only the physical outcomes results in an
incomplete assessment of recovery.

Gaining an understanding

of the patient's emotional recovery through current research
and accurate assessment will give insight to the nurse in
formulating care plans.

What factors a patient may find

stressful during one period of a hospitalization may not
produce any stress during another period (i.e. stressors in
ICU/CCU may differ from stressors in IMCU).

Therefore, the

patient's perception of stressors will vary at different
points in time during the hospitalization.

Jillings (1978)

identified the resolution phase in the pattern of recovery.
Jillings reported that during this phase the patient focused
upon discharge.

Patient anxiety was found by Jillings

(1978) to be lower within the resolution phase.

The

majority of the patients in the current study were within
the resolution phase and were focusing upon discharge.

The

differences identified between the nurse and patient
stressor scores may have been related to the phase of
patient recovery.

It is not known if the sample of nurses

for this study were aware of the phases of recovery and
related anxieties.

Nurses can use the research results to

make specific assessments of patients recovery and identify
the phase of recovery and related patient focus.

Once the

phase has been identified, the nurse can plan the patient
care specific to the patient's focus of attention.

King and

Parrinello's (1988) results could be utilized to anticipate
patient symptoms related to CABG surgery and formulate
individualized plans of care.

Hence, these findings

facilitate a more precise nursing assessment, as well as,
the patient's own personal assessment regarding undergoing
CABG surgery.

The utilization of research findings

facilitates a theoretical basis with the profession of
nursing by providing patient care based upon research
studies.
The patients and nurses both rated "having to have
cardiac surgery" as the most stressful item.

Undergoing an

operation on such a vital organ, may have influenced the
rating of the stressor.

Cassem, Hackett, Bascom and Wishnie

(1970), identified the heart as the most vital organ in the
body.

Pimm and Feist (1984) also recognized the

psychological component associated with the heart as an
organ.
All the stressors in the Instrument were rated higher
by the nurses than patients with the exception of stressor
#7 and #26.

These findings were consistent with the results

of Carr and Powers (1986) and Carr (1982), in that, each of
the stressors were rated higher by the nurses than by the

patients.

Some of the differences in stressor perception

between the patient and nurse samples, in the current study,
may have been related to the fact that the samples were
drawn from two different hospital settings.

Each hospital

was unique in that each had different cardiac surgery
patient educational programs, different nurse/patient ratios
and utilized different cardiovascular surgeons.

For

example, one facility had a nurse/patient ratio of five to
six patients to one nurse, while a ratio of three to four
patients to one nurse was the rule in the other facility.
Also, cardiac surgery patient education was completed by the
ICU/CCU nurse in one setting, as opposed to the IMCU nurse
being responsible for patient education in the other
facility.

It is not known whether the IMCU nurse that

performs the cardiac surgery patient education for the one
facility was more informed of related patient stressors than
the nurses in the other facility.
An additional point to consider is related to
additional information possessed by the nurses.

It could be

possible that the nurses rated the stressors higher due to
more advanced medical knowledge and specific experience with
CABG surgical patients.

Neuman (1989) recognized that the

nurse's education, past experiences and personal biases can
influence the nurse's conception of the patient's situation.
The nurse should be aware of his or her own preconceived
notions or background experiences so that these do not

influence an assessment of patient perceptions.

Neuman

(1989) also concluded that if a proper assessment of the
patient's perceptions is conducted and the stressors are
confirmed by both the nurse and patient, the nurse's
preconceived perceptions will become evident when the first
two steps are completed.

Hence, a more thorough assessment,

based on the patients needs, is accomplished.
Subscales and perceptions.

Differences between the

patients' and nurses' subscale stressor scores were examined
according to the types of stressors and related level of
importance.

According to Neuman (1989), assessment of an

individual's total situation must include the relationships
between the individual and the environment.

Therefore, the

intrapersonal, interpersonal, and extrapersonal subscales
were identified in relation to each of the stressors on the
Instrument.

Content validity was established through the

utilization of professional review by experts well versed in
the Neuman Model.

Recommendations and changes were made

based upon the professional experts' knowledge base.

The

majority of the subscale sources were consistent with the
experts, with two of the stressors requiring an explanation
related to the subscale source.

"Taking medications" was

identified as interpersonal in nature, due to the fact that
the action requires another person.

Interpersonal stressors

involve actions between one or more individuals.
patient taking medications involves the nurse's

Hence, a

administration.

"Absence from home/business" was identified

as an extrapersonal stressor.

The extrapersonal source was

determined because the patient was absent from their
environment.

The researcher did not involve the loss of

interaction with family or co-workers into the stressor,
which would have changed the source to interpersonal.

The

subscales were analyzed through correlational techniques
between the nurses' and patients' scores.

The results

identified no correlation among any of the subscales between
the two groups.

However, one major factor in the lack of

correlation was due

to the absence of

a significant

correlation for the

entire Instrument

between nurse and

patient responses.

Dependent t-tests

between the nurse and

patient groups were

computed for each

subscale and found to

be significant.

This further demonstrates the differences

in stressor perceptions between the two groups, in all three
areas of intrapersonal, interpersonal, and extrapersonal
stressor sources.
Reliability of The Cardiac Surgery Stressor Scale.

The

reliability coefficient for the patient sample responses to
the CSSS was computed as r= .6987 and r= .8569 for the nurse
sample responses.

The patient sample was more homogeneous

in that the scores ranged from 47 to 89.

The nurses

responses were more varied in that the scores ranged from 45
to 123.

According to Polit and Hungler (1987) a lower

reliability coefficient is expected when the sample group
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has similar scores.

Hence, the instrument has greater

difficulty in reliably discriminating among a sample in
which there is less variability among subject scores.
The pilot study for the development of the CSSS
included reliability assessment for each subject group.
Alpha reliabilities for the nurse and patient samples in the
original study were .88 and .92 respectively (Carr St Powers,
1986).

The Instrument appeared to be less reliable for both

the patient sample and the nurse sample in the current
study.

The information obtained from the patients' stressor

scores may be less valid for the patient sample based upon
the low reliability coefficient.

Some of the differences in

reliability coefficients between the original and current
study may have been related to various sampling procedures,
for example:

a difference in the amount and type of

directions given to the patient in the original study
compared to the current study.

The original cardiothoracic

setting versus the IMCU in the present study may have
influenced the reliability.

Comparatively, the kind of

patient care received in Carr & Powers study, as opposed to
the current study.

Hence, a variety of factors may have

contributed to the differences in the reliability
assessments.
Also, the reliability of an instrument is influenced by
the number of concepts being tested by the instrument.

The

number of concepts measured by the CSSS may have contributed
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to the reliability results.

Hence, if an instrument

contains many different concepts the reliability coefficient
may be lower than if only a few concepts were contained
within the instrument.

The stressors in the CSSS may have

also been too general for coronary artery bypass surgery and
influenced the results.
Another factor regarding the CSSS that may have
influenced the results is the validity of the CSSS or
whether the Instrument was accurately assessing perceptions
related to CABG surgery.

However, the number of tools

specific to CABG surgery was limited as evidenced through
the review of literature.

As discussed in future research,

further utilization and validation of the CSSS will provide
further information as to the value of the tool for
assessment of perceptions related to CABG surgery.
Implications for Nursing Practice
A major implication of the findings of this study for
nursing is that nurses need to identify and assess the
stressors for the patient undergoing CABG surgery.

The

importance of assessment was identified throughout the
discussion.

Results indicate that for this group of nurses,

recognition, assessment and management of patient stressors
need to be improved to reflect the needs of the patient.
Nurses need to evaluate how their own beliefs, values and
attitudes impact on their assessment of patient needs.
complete, total patient assessment focusing on intraper-

A

sonal, interpersonal and extrapersonal factors must be
completed by the nurse to individualize patient care.
Assessing and actively inquiring about patients' perceptions
are important as well.

Encouragement of patient autonomy

and independence and allowing participation in decision
making may all serve to facilitate trust and improve the
working relationship between the patient and nurse.

The

results obtained can impact significantly on the care of
future patients undergoing CABG surgery.

Gaining insight

into the patient's perception of stressors associated with
CABG surgery can facilitate the nurse's ability to provide a
more concise and accurate plan of care.

A clearer

understanding of the significance of the stressors to the
patient will assist in the development of more specific and
individualized care plans.

Therefore, the nurse and patient

can work together on the same goal to strengthen and produce
quality, patient care.

More collaboration between the nurse

and patient is needed.
Patients' views are valuable sources of information.
Accurately assessing and exploring these views will
facilitate more congruency between the nurse and patient in
the care planning process.

Therefore, continuity of care

could be enhanced through a well planned, consistent care
plan.

This study examined the patients' perceptions and

related nurses' perceptions associated with CABG surgery.
Many issues and outcomes have been discussed which
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contribute to an increased understanding of the CABG
experience.

The application of these results by nurses can

enhance the delivery of research based patient care.
Future Research
The following recommendations should be considered for
future studies:
1.

The use of a larger patient and nurse sample with random

selection of subjects.

A larger random sample would permit

more generalization of findings.
2.

Selection of the patient and nurse sample from only one

facility.

This will decrease the variables that may add to

the differences between the groups, but may limit general
ization.
3.

Limit the number of times the nurse completes the CSSS.

This would decrease any bias contributed by a particular
nurse.
4.

Increase the number of shifts the nurse provides patient

care prior to administering the CSSS.
5.

Further validation of the CSSS in research studies.

6.

Conduct an experimental study with two groups of nurses.

The experimental group would be taught individualized
assessment techniques and the control group would not
receive this instruction.

Then proceed with the data

collection and analyses similar to the current study to
assess the nurses' perceptions compared to the patients'
perceptions.

APPENDICES
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Appendix A
Patient Demographic Data Sheet
Code Number _____
Employment Status:

Employed - Full Time

Retired_____

Employed - Part-time

Unemployed___

Type of Employment_______________________
Annual Household Income:
less than $9,999______

$10,000 to $29.999______

$30,000 to $49,999______

more than $50,000______

Education completed:

No formal education

Grade school___

High school_ Technical school

Some college______

College

Other (specify)___

Graduate school

Number of previous hospitalizations: 0___
4 - 6___

7 - 9___

10+___

Most recent hospitalization:
3 to 6 months

1 - 3___

less than 3 months

7 to 12 months

___

over 12 months___
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Appendix B
Nurse Demographic Data
Code Number

Sex: F

M___

Age: 20-29 years old
30-39_y/old___
50-59 y/old
60+_y/old___
Ethnic Origin:
Religion:

40-49 y/old___

Caucasian____ Black____ Hispanic____
Other (specify)__________________________

Catholic
Protestant
LDS
Jewish___
Other (specify)_________________________ None_____

Marital Status: Single____
Married____
Divorced
Widowed____

Separated____

Level of nursing education: ADN__ Diploma__ BSN__ MSN__
BS in another field
MS in another field___
Other (specify)____________________________________
Specialty certification: ACLS
CCRN____ None ___
Other (specify) ___________________________________
Length of experience with CABG patients:
6-12 months___
13-24 months
25-36 months
over 36 months__
Employment: Length of nursing experience:
13-24 months
25-36 months
over

6-12_months___
36 months__

Length of time at this institution: 6-12 months___
13-24 months
25-36 months
over 36 months__
Length of time on IMCU: 6-12 months
25-36 months
over 36 months___
Full time
Day shift

13-24 months___

Part time___
Night shift___

Average number of hours per week: 12-24___
37-48____ 49-60__ over 61___

25-36___

Professional development: Number of hours per month:
(ie, reading professional journals, attending lectures,
etc.; excluding required in-service and CEUs)
0-3

hours
4-6
10 - 12 hours

hours____
7 - 9 hours.
more than 12 hours____
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Appendix C
Patient Consent Form
In signing this document, I am giving my consent to
participate in the research project conducted by Rosemary
Puetz R.N., B.S.N.

I have been given an explanation of the

study exploring the stressors experienced by patients having
coronary artery bypass surgery.

I understand that I will be

asked to fill out a demographic data sheet and to rate
thirty-one stressors that I may have experienced in the
hospital.

This will take about forty minutes of my time.

I

also understand that my chart will be reviewed for
information regarding this hospitalization.

There are no

known risks or financial costs involved in participation in
this study.
My participation is voluntary, and I am aware that I
may withdraw from the study at any time.

I understand that

my name will not be used in any way in this study and the
data will be reported in grouped form.

I understand that my

refusal to participate will not affect my care.
With the above information, I agree to voluntarily
participate in the research project.

Signature
Witness _
Date ____

Appendix D
Nurse Consent Form
In signing this document, I am giving my consent to
participate in the research project conducted by Rosemary
Puetz R.N., B.S.N.

I have been given an explanation of the

study exploring the stressors experienced by patients having
coronary artery bypass surgery.

I understand that I will be

asked to fill out a demographic data sheet and to rate
thirty-one stressors that patients undergoing coronary
artery bypass surgery may encounter.
forty minutes of my time.

This will take about

I also understand that there are

no known risks or financial costs involved in participation
in the study.
My participation is voluntary, and I am aware that I
may withdraw from the study at any time.

I understand that

my name will not be used in any way in this study and the
data will be reported in grouped form.

I understand that my

refusal to participate will not affect my employment
performance appraisal.
With the above information, I agree to voluntarily
participate in the research project.

Signature _____________________
Witness _______________________
Date __________________________

Appendix E
Additional Patient Information
Code Number_____
Age: 30-40 years old
61-70 y/old
Sex:

F _____

Ethnic Origin:

41-50 y/old___

51-60 y/old___

71-75_y/old___

M _____
Caucasian

Black

Hispanic_____

Other (specify)__________________________
Religion:

Catholic

Protestant

LDS

Jewish___

Other (specify)__________________________None_____
Marital Status:

Single

Married

Separated/Divorced___

Widowed___
Cardiac catheterization completed this admission: Yes

No__

Date of cardiac catheterization __________
Number of days between cardiac catheterization & surgery:
0 - 3___

4 - 7___

8 -_11___

12 - 15

16 - 19___

20±__

Number of days inhospital prior to surgery:

0 - 3___

4 - 7___

20+___ _____

8 - 11_

12

- 15

16 - 19____

Date of surgery _____
Length of time (days) in ICU/CCU:

1 - 2___

3 - 4___

5 - 6___
Number of day on IMCU scale was completed: 3____

4__

5___

Appendix F
Cardiac Surgery Stressor Scale
The following is a list of situations that sometime are
of concern to patients who have had cardiac surgery.

Please

read over the list and circle the number which best indi
cates how much concern each item has caused you.
1 - no concern at all
2 - a little concern
3 - more than a little concern
4 - less than a great deal of concern
5 - a great deal of concern
For example, having to wait in line at the grocery
store or bank would bother some people a great deal; others
it wouldn't bother at all.

If having to wait in line has

botheredyou less than a great

deal, you would circle number

4, as shown in the example below.
Not at all
Waiting in line at the
grocery store or bank

1

A great deal

2

3

4

5

If there is anything that you have been concerned about
during your hospitalization that is not on the list, please
add it in the space provided at the end and circle the num
ber which corresponds to the amount of concern it has caused
you.
Thank you.
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How much have you been concerned about each of the
following?
Not at all

A great deal

1.

Increasing your activity

2.

Payment of hospital and
medical bills

3.

Having visitors only during
certain hours

4.

Resuming your previous
life style

5.

Following a hospital
schedule rather than
your own

6.

Loss of income because
of your illness

7.

Not having things within
easy reach, like the call
light, telephone, water
pitcher

2

3

4

5

8.

The progress you are making

2

3

4

5

9.

Your call light being
answered

10.

Sleeping in a strange or
uncomfortable bed

11.

Explanations of hospital
routines and procedures

12.

Sharing a room with one
or more patients

13.

Needing assistance with
various activities, like
bathing, getting out of
bed, using a bedpan or
urinal
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Not at all
14.

A great deal

Different nurses caring
for you

1

2

3

4

5

15.

Resuming sexual activity

1

2

3

4

5

16.

Having doctors or nurses
discuss you or other
patients

2

3

4

5

17.

Pain or discomfort

2

3

4

5

18.

Having your sleep
interrupted

19.

Having the monitoring
equipment discontinued

2

3

4

5

20.

Needing pain medications

2

3

4

5

21.

Having to have cardiac
surgery

22.

Problems that other
patients are having

23.

Dying because of your
illness or surgery

24.

Being transferred from the
intensive care unit

25.

Discussing your concerns
about surgery with doctors
or nurses

26.

Time lapse before actual
surgery

27.

Cardiac monitors and other
equipment

28.

The number of doctors
involved in your care

2

3

4

5

Taking medications

2

3

4

5

29.
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Not at all
30.

Change in diet and
eating habits

31.

Being away from home
and/or business

Patient Code Number:____
Date Scale is completed:

A great deal

Appendix G
Cardiac Surgery Stressor Scale
The following is a list of situations that sometime are
of concern to patients who have had cardiac surgery.

Please

read over the list and circle the number which best indi
cates your perception of how much concern each item has
caused the patient.
1 - no concern at all
2 - a little concern
3 - more than a little concern
4 - less than a great deal of concern
5 - a great deal of concern
For example, having to wait in line at the grocery
store or bank would bother some people a great deal; others
it wouldn't bother at all.

If having to wait in line has

bothered you less than a great

deal, you would circle number

4, as shown in the example below.
Not at all
Waiting in line at the
grocery store or bank

1

A great deal

2

3

4

5

If there is anything that you believe the patient has
been concerned about during their hospitalization that is
not on the list, please add it in the space provided at the
end and circle the number which corresponds to the amount of
concern it has caused the patient.

Thank you.
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How much has the patient been concerned about each of the
following?
Not at all

A great deal

1.

Increasing your activity

1

2

3

4

5

2.

Payment of hospital and
medical bills

1

2

3

4

5

Having visitors only during
certain hours

1

2

3

4

5

Resuming your previous
life style

1

2

3

4

5

Following a hospital
schedule rather than
your own

1

2

3

4

5

Loss of income because
of your illness

1

'2

3

4

5

Not having things within
easy reach, like the call
light, telephone, water
pitcher

1

2

3

4

5

8.

The progress you are making

1

2

3

4

5

9.

Your call light being
answered

1

2

3

4

5

Sleeping in a strange or
uncomfortable bed

l

2

3

4

5

Explanations of hospital
routines and procedures

1

2

3

4

5

Sharing a room with one
or more patients

1

2

3

4

5

Needing assistance with
various activities, like
bathing, getting out of
bed, using a bedpan or
urinal

1

2

3

4

5

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

10.
11.
12.
13.
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Not at all
14.

A great deal

Different nurses caring
for you

1

2

3

4

5

15.

Resuming sexual activity

1

2

3

4

5

16.

Having doctors or nurses
discuss you or other
patients

2

3

4

5

17.

'Pain or discomiort

2

3

4

5

18.

Having your sleep
interrupted

19.

Having the monitoring
equipment discontinued

2

3

4

5

20.

Needing pain medications

2

3

4

5

21.

Having to have cardiac
surgery

22.

Problems that other
patients are having

23.

Dying because of your
illness or surgery

24.

Being transferred from the
intensive care unit

25.

Discussing your concerns
about surgery with doctors
or nurses

26.

Time lapse before actual
surgery

27.

Cardiac monitors and other
equipment

28.

The number of doctors
involved in your care

2

3

4

5

Taking medications

2

3

4

5

29.
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Not at all
30.
31.

A great deal

Change in diet and
eating habits

1

2

3

4

5

Being away from home
and/or business

1

2

3

4

5

Nurse Code Number__________________________
Number of shifts you cared for this patient.
State last day off__________
Number of shifts worked since last day off_
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Appendix H
Cardiac Stressor Scale with Subscales
Stressor

Source

Increasing activity ------------------------ Intrapersonal
Payment of medical bills ------------------- Extrapersonal
Restricted visiting hours ------------------ Extrapersonal
Resuming life style ----------------------- Intrapersonal
Following a hospital schedule -------------- Extrapersonal
Loss of income due to i l l n e s s --------- •----Extrapersonal
Things not accessible ---------------------- Extrapersonal
Progress in recovery ----------------------- Intrapersonal
Call light not being a n s w e r e d --------Interpersonal
Sleeping in a strange bed ------------------ Extrapersonal
Explanations of hospital procedure --------- Interpersonal
Sharing room with others ------------------- Interpersonal
Needing help with activities --------------- Interpersonal
Different nurses caring for you ------------ Interpersonal
Resuming sexual a c tivity -----Intrapersonal
Doctors/nurses discussing you -------------- Interpersonal
Pain/discomfort ---------------------------- Intrapersonal
Sleep interruptions ------------------------ Extrapersonal
Cardiac monitor being Dc'ed ---------------- Extrapersonal
Needing pain medications ------------------- Intrapersonal
Having cardiac surgery --------------------- Intrapersonal
Problems of other p a t i e n t s ---------- '------- Extrapersonal
Dying due to illness/surgery --------------- Intrapersonal
Transfer from ICU -------------------------- Extrapersonal
Discussing surgery with doctor/nurse ------- Interpersonal
Interval before surgery -------------------- Intrapersonal
Monitors/other equipment ------------------- Extrapersonal
Number of doctors involved in your care ---- Interpersonal
Taking medication -------------------------- Interpersonal
Change in eating habits -------------------- Intrapersonal
Absence from home/business ----------------- Extrapersonal
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authored by J u d i t h A. Carr & M a r jo r ie Powers______
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___________________________________________________________________, hereby
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